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Using the Brocade DCX Backbone to
Transform a Brocade Storage Area Network
into a Data Center Fabric
Describes and illustrates scenarios that demonstrate how the Brocade
DCX Backbone platform can be added non-disruptively into the core of
existing Storage Area Networks (SANs) and new data center fabrics.
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TRANSFORMING THE DATA CENTER
In response to the relentless growth in digital data, Web applications, and the demands of a global supply
chain, data centers are being transformed from the static physical infrastructure of dedicated servers and
storage hosting fixed applications to a dynamic virtual infrastructure. In a virtual world, applications run on
virtual servers sharing compute resources, while storing their data in virtual storage pools to which data is
automatically migrated over its lifecycle. This transformation will be accomplished by evolution, and not by
wholesale "rip and replace." To keep up, next generation data centers will dramatically increase utilization
of physical server and storage assets while simplifying infrastructure provisioning, management and faultisolation. A compelling benefit of increased utilization is reduction in power, cooling, and floor space—all of
which are becoming scarcer and more expensive. Two innovative technologies, virtual servers and virtual
storage, are essential for this transformation, but they introduce new complexity and require a new
architecture for data center networks.
Next-generation data center networks will require extraordinary levels of availability, bandwidth and scalability, and
low end-to-end latency. Infrastructure upgrades and configuration changes must be non-disruptive to avoid
application outages. These goals are challenging in today’s data center, and become even more so when virtual
servers and storage are deployed. Applications and their data will be dynamically moving across the physical
infrastructure, requiring deeper network intelligence to ensure that network resources are efficiently allocated and
are not depleted as workloads shift. The evolving data center will require innovative technology in the fabric networks
that connect servers to servers, servers to storage, and storage to storage. The Brocade® data center fabric strategy
is aligned with the requirements of the evolving data center as it:


Evolves our current Storage Area Network (SAN) technology portfolio into a unified fabric that
intelligently optimizes the connection of virtual servers and storage and consolidates network traffic



Can be added non-disruptively to existing SAN environments, so fabric assets can be used until the end
of their useful economic life without the risk and cost of rip-and-replace to upgrade technology



Will connect its deeply integrated, application-aware fabric intelligence to virtual server workload
management, provisioning, and capacity planning tools provided by Brocade and our partners



Provides data mobility using a scalable fabric application platform for integrating storage virtualization
and replication



Provides integrated, simple management, lower operating cost, and dynamic fabric provisioning that
can adapt at the speed of business innovation

The Brocade DCX Backbone
The Brocade DCX® and DCX-4S Backbone platforms (unless otherwise indicated, references to the Brocade
DCX apply also to the Brocade DCX-4S) are the first of a new generation of advanced data center fabric
platforms designed to:


Consolidate fabric technology (Layer 2, Layer 3, extension) and extend it to virtual servers, virtual
storage, and remote data centers



Integrate virtual connections to attach virtual servers to virtual storage across multiple protocols using
Brocade's virtual channel technology



Integrate deep fabric intelligence with application-aware service levels using the Brocade Adaptive
Networking services
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Integrate a fabric application platform for non-disruptive scalability and consolidation of data
movement applications (replication, migration, virtual storage, and so on)



Integrate fabric services with virtual server provisioning, extending application-aware service levels, and
virtual storage data protection policies into the fabric

NOTE: For a comprehensive list of the Brocade DCX platform features, see the corporate Web site:
http://www.brocade.com/products-solutions/products/dcx-backbone/index.page

Adaptive Networking with Fabric QoS
The Brocade DCX Backbone introduces Adaptive Networking services, which include Quality of Service
(QoS), Traffic Management, Fabric Dynamic Profiling, and Resource Recovery.


QoS allows administrators to quantify the service level required for application workloads, and provides
high, medium, and low service priorities. In the initial release of Adaptive Networking, QoS can be
specified based on the data flow (SID/DID pair).



Traffic Management services provide reactive congestion control (today), and optional proactive
congestion management (future). Based on the QoS assigned to a data flow, traffic management can
throttle frames in the fabric such that QoS priority is maintained and congestion is avoided or managed
when it does occur. Today Ingress Rate Limiting is available, so administrators can set a maximum rate
at an F_Port, such that lower-priority applications do not consume more than their fair share of
bandwidth. Also, a traffic Isolation service is available, which can be used to assign specific data flows
to specific Inter-Switch Links (ISLs), allowing user control of specific application traffic.
This does not interfere with FSPF routing, but it does allocate high bandwidth data flows (for example,
tape backup or virtual tape library applications) to specific physical links and avoid congestion from
other application data flows. Advanced traffic management applications will offer the ability to predict
potential congestion and use congestion-avoidance queuing algorithms to intelligently avoid congestion
conditions.



Fabric Dynamic Profiling monitors switch and fabric resource use, Buffer-to-Buffer (BB) credits, queue
depth, and flow bandwidth per port and end-to-end across the fabric. A "Top Talkers" profile is provided,
which shows the application data flows that consume the most bandwidth per port and per fabric. In
future releases, dynamic profiles will be extended for use by traffic management and capacity-planning
applications.

In Figure 1, ISL congestion occurs on two ISL links for different reasons. In one case, Server A requires large
bandwidth while Blade Servers B and C host applications with different priorities. In the Brocade DCX
configuration (on the right), with Adaptive Networking, traffic isolation allocates backup traffic from Server A
to the ISL, which prevents this application from creating congestion that blocks other application traffic. The
higher-priority ERP application running on Blade Server C is assigned a high QoS priority, while an e-mail
server running on Blade Server B is assigned a low QoS priority. The result is congestion control.
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Figure 1. Brocade DCX Backbone with Adaptive Networking services: traffic isolation and QoS

DATA CENTER CONSOLIDATION
NOTE: The term “new fabric” is used in this document to indicate a new or transformed data center fabric
with the Brocade DCX Backbone at the core.

Use Case: SAN Routing
SAN Routing provides the ability to consolidate SAN fabrics and/or to migrate devices from an existing
fabric to another. The Brocade DCX can use the same SAN Routing blades supported by the Brocade 48000
Director. Brocade SAN Routing support includes both firmware families, M-EOS and Fabric OS® (FOS), and
can be used in M-EOS fabrics running in native or open fabric mode.
Adding a Brocade DCX Backbone permits customers to seamlessly migrate server and storage devices from
existing M-EOS fabrics to FOS fabrics. Using SAN Routing to connect the M-EOS fabric to the Brocade DCX
means device migration can be scheduled as application service windows permit. As existing SAN directors
come off lease, devices connected to them can be moved to the new fabric. There is no need to take the
new fabric down to convert from an existing M-EOS mode (native or open mode). This greatly simplifies the
technology upgrade process and does not require an administrator to replace an entire fabric at once.
The Brocade DCX Backbone delivers on the promise of technology convergence for current M-EOS
customers. It extends all fabrics into the Brocade DCF, which will enable the introduction of new protocols
and technologies when they become available: Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE), Converged Enhanced
Ethernet (CEE), 8 Gigabits per second (Gbps), per-port SAN Routing, application-aware Adaptive Networking
services, and policy-controlled data migration.
Several smaller fabrics (one set of a redundant fabric architecture) composed of Brocade M6140 Directors
(native or open fabric mode) with 100 devices and a FOS 64-port switch with 50 devices are consolidated
onto a data center fabric with one Brocade DCX Backbone (364 ports), as shown in Figure 2. With SAN
Routing, Inter-Fabric Links (IFLs) from the Brocade DCX connect to E_Ports on Brocade M6140s in M-EOS
fabrics. The Brocade M6140 can use 4-Gbps E_Ports to attach to the integrated routing ports in the
Brocade DCX. For a technology refresh deployment, the three fabrics can be replaced by a single fabric
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and the Brocade DCX. With a much higher port density and optimized energy efficiency, the Brocade DCX
provides an equivalent port count, even when only partially populated with port blades, and still allows
room to grow.
M-EOS SANs
(Native mode)

Fabric OS SANs

M-EOS SANs
(Open mode)

Brocade DCX

Figure 2. Consolidation of three fabrics into one fabric with the Brocade DCX using SAN Routing

Use Case: 8 Gbps at the Core
The Brocade DCX Backbone provides significant performance gains with 6 Tbps of switching capacity.
Adding the Brocade DCX to the new fabric provides seamless scalability. For example, an existing FOS fabric
with Brocade 48000 SAN Directors can be upgraded using the Brocade DCX at the core to increase core
switching performance and improve edge scalability using fewer 8-Gbps ISL connections. Selected
8-Gbps port blades are interchangeable between the Brocade 48000 and the Brocade DCX, so
8-Gbps links can efficiently connect Brocade 48000s to the Brocade DCX Backbone. Trunking ensures high
utilization of ISL bandwidth and a seamless upgrade of trunk capacity if necessary.
Adding 8 Gbps support to the core enables existing fabrics to scale by moving high-port-count SAN directors
(such as the Brocade 48000) to the edge, where 4-Gbps devices can attach cost-effectively,
as shown in Figure 3. With the switching capacity of the Brocade DCX, existing fabrics can support more
devices—reducing total operating cost.
Brocade 48000 Directors

4 x 8 Gbps
ISL links

8 x 4 Gbps
ISL links

Brocade DCX

8 Gbps
storage ports

Figure 3. Moving Brocade 48000s to the edge and adding the Brocade DCX and 8 Gbps at the core
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Use Case: 8 Gbps at the Core with 8 Gbps Virtual Server Edge
More and more customers are deploying blade server technology to simplify server management, reduce
rack space per server, and cost-effectively scale their virtual computing architectures. As dual-core
processors transition to quad-core and 8-core technology, the I/O performance of the blade server is
growing rapidly. Consequently, switching performance at the core must keep up with application workload
consolidation.
Adding 8 Gbps support to the core anticipates the integration of 8-Gbps technology in blade server
switches. Brocade's innovative Access Gateway feature in FOS will permit future 8-Gbps links between
blade server switches and the Brocade DCX Backbone. Innovations such as F_Port trunking mean high
bandwidth utilization of blade server switch links. The Access Gateway feature greatly improves fabric
scalability, as blade server switches running in Access Gateway mode do not consume FC domain
addresses.
The combination of the Brocade DCX Backbone and 8-Gbps technology with blade server switches in Access
Gateway mode and 8-Gbps technology (shown in Figure 4) allows existing fabrics to scale and match the
increase in application workloads these environments will create.
Blade Servers with
Access Gateway

2 x 8-Gbps
ISL links

8 x 4-Gbps
ISL links

Brocade 48000

Brocade DCX

8 Gbps
storage ports

Figure 4. Brocade DCX with 8 Gbps at the core and blade server switches running at 8 Gbps
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Use Case: Virtual Fabrics and Per-Port SAN Routing
In some data centers, separate physical fabrics are deployed according to application priorities. While this
physical isolation keeps data traffic separated, it limits storage utilization and often requires separate tape
drive pools per fabric, keeping data protection cost high.
Administrative isolation within a fabric can be logically provided using the virtual fabric feature of Fabric OS
running on the Brocade DCX Backbone. Virtual fabrics allow physical switch ports to be assigned to logical
fabrics keeping traffic confined to a particular virtual fabric. Adaptive Networking lets each virtual fabric be
assigned a QoS priority; and individual data flows within each fabric can also be assigned a QoS priority.
In the example shown in Figure 5, several virtual fabrics are created: an ERP virtual fabric with high QoS
priority, an e-mail virtual fabric with medium and low QoS priority, and data replication fabrics (at the data
center and the remote site), which use a high priority for ERP replication and a low priority for e-mail
replication traffic. The Brocade DCX Backbone supports 8-Gbps, per-port SAN Routing and will allow
administrative configuration of this functionality in a future release. For example, storage replication traffic
required to protect the ERP and e-mail data would be routed to the replication virtual fabric from the ERP
and e-mail virtual fabrics. QoS priorities are assigned to the replication data flows from these virtual fabrics.
In the case of the replication fabric, the QoS priority can be maintained over the WAN links to the remote
replication site.
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Figure 5. Brocade DCX Backbone with Virtual Fabrics and per-port SAN Routing
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Use Case: Data Encryption Integration
Data protection is an imperative today and always. In particular, legacy storage devices need a simple
way to implement data encryption, and this is particularly true for tape backup devices. The Brocade
DCX Backbone architecture provides integrated encryption engines for data-at-rest. The significant
performance of the Brocade DCX is well positioned to provide line-rate data encryption for 2, 4 and
8 Gbps FC devices.
Adding the intelligent encryption blade (FC8-18) to a Brocade DCX platform does not require all data flows
to be encrypted. Data flows that need to be encrypted flow through an available encryption engine, as
shown in Figure 6. For example, in a virtual fabric environment, storage replication traffic destined for a
recovery site can be routed through the encryption service, while ERP transactions in the ERP virtual fabric
are not encrypted. The Brocade DCX provides encryption as a service that can be assigned to data flows
that require it. Since the Brocade DCX is designed to accommodate 10-Gbps Ethernet and 8-Gbps Fibre
Channel, frames can be moved through the encryption engines at line rates with minimal latency.
The Brocade DCX architecture provides encryption as a service that can be used by any application.
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QoS Priority
High
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Replication
fabric

WAN
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Offsite
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Physical fabric
Replication
fabric
ERP fabric
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Figure 6. Brocade DCX Backbone with data-at-rest encryption service
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Use Case: Intelligent Blades
The Brocade DCX Backbone investment protection includes support for intelligent blades originally
developed for the Brocade 48000 Director. The current list of intelligent blades includes the following:


Brocade FX8-24 Extension Blade—provides Fibre Channel routing and SAN extension over IP networks



Brocade FA4-18 Application Blade—provides a platform for data migration, storage virtualization, and
continuous data protection



Brocade FS8-18 Encryption Blade--provides fabric-based encryption services to secure data assets
either selectively or on a comprehensive basis



Brocade FCOE10-24 FCoE Blade – provides server I/O consolidation at the emerging “access edge”
where LAN and SAN I/O are converging.

The performance of the Brocade DCX allows more intelligent blades per chassis than the Brocade 48000,
enabling greater scalability. Consequently, using the Brocade DCX Backbone at the core allows more
scalability for intelligent blade services. These intelligent blades can also support fabrics with M-Series
products.
FOS SAN
FOS SAN

M-EOS SAN
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Figure 7. Brocade DCX Backbone with 8 Gbps at the core and intelligent blades
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Use Case: Adaptive Networking with Application-Aware QoS
With the initial release of the Brocade DCX Backbone, QoS can be defined within the fabric. As we continue
to build out our Brocade DCF architecture, the Brocade Host Bus Adapters (HBAs) make QoS application
aware. Application-aware QoS means that the application can request a QoS priority from the fabric for each
data flow moving through the HBA.
For example, as shown in Figure 8, Server A connected to a Brocade Access Gateway has multiple virtual
machines and applications. A single Brocade HBA carries traffic for these applications, each with its own
QoS priority. Each application can be assigned a virtual N_Port using Fibre Channel N_Port ID Virtualization
(NPIV). Each of the virtual N_Ports can request a QoS priority as part of the virtual machine provisioning
process, if they wish.
If the application needs more processing power, the original virtual machine and application is moved from
Server A to a new physical machine, Server B. The virtual N_Port and the QoS priority seamlessly move with
the virtual machine. Data flows from the application continue to use the storage LUNs assigned to it and to
have the same fabric QoS.
As applications become dynamic, defining QoS in the fabric would become unwieldy and would require
the storage administrator to get involved. With the Brocade DCX Backbone and the HBA used to provide
application-aware QoS, fabric resources continue to be allocated based on application priority as
applications move between virtual machines and physical servers.
Server B

Server A

Virtual Machines
Virtual HBA ports

VM1

Brocade HBA
QoS Priority
High
Medium
Low

NPIV port

Blade Server with
Access Gateway
10 GbE FCoE link
with virtual channels

Brocade DCX
8 Gbps
FC disk

Figure 8. Brocade DCX Backbone with application-aware QoS
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Use Case: Fibre Channel over Ethernet Integration
Most data centers connect servers and blade servers to multiple networks running Ethernet and Fibre
Channel. The complexity and physical cable management issues of running these two protocols in the data
center demand a better solution for handling the physical infrastructure challenges of server consolidation.
The Brocade DCX Backbone responds to the challenge with FCoE technology, which combines an emerging
IEEE Ethernet standard, commonly referred to as Converged Enhanced Ethernet, with Fibre Channel. The
result is an upgraded Ethernet technology capable of meeting fabric requirements for lossless frame
switching and deterministic latency.
The Brocade DCX integrates FCoE and Fibre Channel in the same fabric. This architecture allows the server
"edge" to evolve into FCoE, greatly reducing the cost of deployment, while continuing to use Fibre Channel
for the storage "edge.” When used with Brocade Converged Network Adapters (CNAs), virtual machine
scalability and scalability are increased dramatically.
With the emergence of quad-core CPU technology and 8- and 16-core technology "around the corner", the
I/O capabilities and bandwidth demands of blade servers will grow quickly. The Brocade DCX delivers
performance designed to support 10-Gbps FCoE connectivity. Consequently, as virtual machine density per
physical server grows from 10 virtual machines to 20, 40, and more, a fabric using the Brocade DCX at the
core will be able to deliver the bandwidth required by dense virtual machine deployments. And it can be
non-disruptively connected to existing Fibre Channel SANs.
Blade Servers
with Access Gateway

40 VMs per blade

10 VMs per blade

4 x 4 Gbps
ISL links

Brocade
DCX

Brocade
48000

10 GbE
FCoE links

Brocade
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8 Gbps
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Figure 9. Brocade DCX Backbone With integrated FCoE
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SUMMARY
The Brocade DCX Backbone hosts replication, encryption, storage virtualization, and data migration
applications on intelligent blades that slot into the Brocade DCX chassis. Because these services are
integrated into the fabric and require no external storage appliances, performance and reliability are
optimized. Data replication between heterogeneous storage systems can now be executed at the nexus
of the fabric. Storage virtualization for storage pooling and optimum capacity utilization likewise takes place
at the point of least latency switching. In addition, Brocade DCX-based data migration management and
data encryption can be implemented non-disruptively into the fabric itself applied only to data flows that
require these services.
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